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1. INTRODUCTION 
A group is called Et,-indecomposable if it does not have a decomposition 
into a direct sum of N, non-zero summands. This work is devoted to the 
study of K,-indecomposable countable mixed abelian groups of finite tor- 
sion-free rank in the most general setting. Theorem 1’ proven here has 
main results of [6, Theorem 23 and [4, Theorem 33 as corollaries: let T be 
a countable reduced torsion abelian group, and R a torsion-free abelian 
group of finite rank n. There exists an Et,-indecomposable abelian group G 
with the torsion part T and G/T% R if and only if a basic subgroup B of T 
can be decomposed into a direct sum B = @ ;= O Bi such that 1 B, 1 < K,, 
and 
[r,,(B;) ( i = l,..., n; p E P] f Rt(R) 
(Vi = l,..., n)(Vp E P)(Vm E Iv*): fL(Bi) + f”,+ ,(Bi) < 1 
(where r,(B,), fP,(B,) denote the p-rank and the Ulm-Kaplansky invariants 
of Bi, respectively; Rt(R) is the Richman type of R; and P is the set of 
primes). 
* This author was partially supported by a grant from the University of Colorado at 
Colorado Springs. 
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Theorems 1 and 1’ solve the last open question from [6, Problem 21. 
Theorem 5 from [3] showed that if G is a countable K,-indecomposable 
abelian group, then already some finite torsion-free rank subgroup H of G 
with the same torsion part as G is N,-indecomposable. Thus our restriction 
of torsion-free rank to be finite is only natural. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
All groups in this paper are abelian. We will use the notations and ter- 
minology of [Z]. In addition, N will stand for the set of natural numbers; 
N* = (0) UN; P is the set of prime numbers; f{(G) are the 
Ulm-Kaplansky invariants (PEP, kE N*); C,(R), Rt(R) are the charac- 
teristic matrix and the Richman type of a finite rank torsion-free group R; 
IP(T) is the p-indexing set of a torsion group T; and if T is a subgroup of 
G, then c1- p (mod T) means exactly c1- p E T. 
DEFINITION 1. We would say that a group G passes the test if there 
exists a finite subset A in G such that there is no direct decomposition 
G=FQG, 
with a finite non-zero subgroup F, and A E G,. 
TEST LEMMA [4]. Let G be a mixed countable reduced group of finite 
torsion-free rank. Then G is NO-indecomposable if and only if it passes the 
test. 
LEMMA 1 [4, Lemma 21. Let B be a basic subgroup of a reduced coun- 
table torsion group T. There exists an K,-indecomposable extension of T 
by a finite rank torsion-free group R if and only if there exists an 
NO-indecomposable extension of B by R. 
3. THE RICHMAN TYPE AND THE ~-INDEXING SET 
This section defines the invariants which will work for us in the proof of 
the main result. 
In 1967 Fred Richman [3] defined the type for finite rank torsion-free 
groups. Following David Arnold [ 11, we will call it the Richman type. 
DEFINITION 2. Let R be a finite rank torsion-free group and Fb R a 
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free subgroup of the same rank. The Richman type of R is the quasi- 
isomorphism class of R/F. 
The Richman type will play a major role in this paper. We will use every 
bit of information it delivers. 
Let R be a torsion-free group of finite rank n and I;< R a free subgroup 
of the same rank. Then the factor R/F can be completely characterized by a 
n x o matrix C with non-negative integral and infinite entries. Indeed let p 
be a prime; p-component of R/F is a direct sum 
UW, = & Z(P”‘) 
i=l 
where ki E N*v {GO}, and k, >/k, > ... >/k,. Now we can define the pth 
column C, of C: k, k, c,= . I . kn 
DEFINITION 3. The matrix C obtained above is said to be a charac- 
teristic matrix of R. It will be denoted as C,(R). 
DEFINITION 4. Two characteristic matrices of the same size are said to 
be equivalent if almost all their corresponding entries are equal, and those 
unequal differ by finite amounts. 
Any two characteristic matrices of a finite rank torsion-free group R are 
equivalent. 
DEFINITION 2’. Let R be a finite rank torsion-free group. The 
equivalence class Rt(R) of the characteristic matrices of R is called the 
Richman type of R. 
For the sake of comparability we will use in this paper the symbol K, in 
place of cc everywhere in characteristic matrices and the Richman type. 
The following invariants for torsion groups will be used as well: 
DEFINITION 5. Let T be a torsion group, B, = @ ic ,p (x+) a basic sub- 
group of the p-component T, of T. Denote 
I”, = (iEIP 1 O(Xpi) = p”}. 
The set IP = Ip( T) together with its partition into I”, is said to be the p- 
indexing set of T. 
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4. COUNTABLE COUNTABLY-INDECOMPOSABLE GROUPS, 
~-DECOMPOSABLE FOR ANY FINITE n 
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 1. Let T be a countable reduced torsion group and R a torsion- 
free group of finite rank n. 
Then there exists an NO-indecomposable xtension G of T by R if and o&y 
if T can be decomposed into a direct sum T = FQ H, where F is a finite 
group, and for every prime p there exists a partition of the p-indexing set 
Ip = IP(H) into n subsets Sf, Sp,..., S; 5 Ip such that 
[IS;1 1 i= l,..., n; p E P] < Rt( R) (1) 
and 
(Vi = l,..., n)(Vm E N): Ispn(IP,uIg+,)l d 1. (2) 
Proof: Due to Lemma 1 we can assume without loss of generality that 
T is one of its own basic subgroups. 
Sufficient Condition. Without loss of generality we can assume that 
F= 0. Assume that the partitions satisfying (1) and (2) exist. Accordingly 
for any p E P, 
Tp = O Ctp,i,j>, 
i = I,...,n 
O<j<h$ 
where hf E Nu {No}, and exp(tp,i,j) = np,i,j is a non-decreasing function ofj 
for any p E P; i = l,..., n. In fact, due to (2), we can claim even more: 
np,i,i + I - np,i,j 2 2. (3) 
Since T, R satisfy (l), there exists a free subgroup 8= (X, ,..., X,) of R 
such that the corresponding characteristic matrix C,(R) = 
[k{ 1 i= l,..., n; p E P] E Rt(R) satisfies the following inequalities for every 
i = l,..., n and PEP: 
hq < k;. (4) 
Since for every p E P we have (R/8), = @ ;= 1 Z(pkf), we can choose a 
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system of generators {6P,i,m+, ) p E P; i= l,..., n; m < k$‘) for R modulo R 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(5) 
P&,m + 1 = 6p,i,m - f np,i,m,,Xj 
/=I 
where np,i,m,j E Z. 
Now we define an extension G of T by R. G is generated by T, {xi};= I, 
{ bp,i,m + 1 I P E R i = L..., n; m < kp} freely except: 
(a) if FD,i,o = C:=, m,-f,, then b,,o = C:=, m,x,; 
(b) if m < hf, then Pbp,i,, + 1 = bp,i,m -C,“= 1 np,i,m,jxj - tp.,,,,,; 
(c) if h: <m < kf, then pb,,i,m + , = bp,r,m. 
To prove Et,-indecomposability of G we will use the Test Lemma with 
A = {x, )...) x,}. 
Assume 
where 1 < 1 F’ 1 < K,, and A E H’. Denote by Y the projection of G onto H’. 
Due to (b), we get for every m < hp: 
0 s bp,,o E tp,i,o + pbp,,, 
= tp.i.0 + Pt,,i,l + P2&i,2 = . . . 
s tp.i.0 + Pt,,i,l + . . . + Pmfp,i,m 
+P 
m+lb 
p,r,m +I (mod0 >). (6) 
By multiplying both sides of (6) by pnp,‘,m--m-‘, we get rid of all the terms 
in the right side except for the last two: 
P “P,~,~-’ tp,i,m + pnp~t~mb,i,, +  s 0 (moWA >). (7) 
Since (A ) < H’, the following congruence takes place for every p E P; 
i=l ,..., n; and m -c h p: 
Y( p%.m - l t p,l,m 1c P”““” - ’ fp,i,m (mod p”p~,~G). 
This implies that Socle(G) = Socle(H’). Since T is a direct sum of cyclics, 
we get G = 23’. Contradiction, therefore G is K,-indecomposable. 
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Necessary Condition. Let G be an K,-indecomposable group with the 
torsion part T, a the canonical projection of G onto R = G/T, and r,(R) = 
n < N,,. Then G passes the test, i.e., there is a finite subset A of G such that 
-I (3F): [G=FoH,AcH,l<IFl<N,]. (8) 
There are a finite subgroup B < G and a maximal linearly independent 
set {xi ,..., x,,} of G such that A c B@ (x, ,..., x,). There exists a direct 
decomposition 
G=F@G’ (9) 
where B<F’, /F’/<N,. In accordance with decomposition (9), xi = 
ci + yi, where ci E F, yi E G’ (i= l,..., n), G’ has no direct decomposition 
G’ = F’@ H” with I< (F’ ( < N, and { y, ,..., y,} c H”. Therefore we can 
assume without loss of generality that G passes the test with its maximal 
linearly independent set: A = {x1 ,..., x,}. Denote x= (3 ,,..., X,), where X, 
stands for the image of x, under a (i= l,..., n). 
Let C,(R)= [kf ) i= l,..., n; PEP] ERR, i.e., (R/X), = @y=, Z(pkf). 
We define elements 6P,i,m+, ER (p E P; i = I,..., n; m (k:) exactly as in (5). 
Now we can choose b,,i,O E (A) such that fiP,r,O =C:=, rn& implies 
bp,i,O =x;= i m,x,. For every 6P.i,m +, , 0 < m < kp, we choose an inverse 
image bp,i,m +1 under projection a, and define tp,r,m for every p E P; i = l,..., n; 
0 < m < k$’ as follows: 
tp,i.m = bp,i,m - Pb,,m + I - i npd.m,iXj. i= 1 
Let p E P. We define 
(10) 
Mp=(T,,,A,{bp,i,m+, Ii=1 ,..., n;O<mmkkp}). 
Subgroup M, is p-pure in G, hence if MP had a finite non-zero direct 
summand L, the projection 6 of M, onto L would be extendable to a pro- 
jection of G onto L. Therefore, MP has no finite non-zero direct summand 
L such that the projection 6: M, + L is zero on A. 
Of course a finite summand of M,, is a summand of 7’(M,) = Tp. But 
when can a projection 6, of T,, onto its finite non-zero summand L be 
extended to a projection 6: M, + L such that 6(A) = O? Exactly when we 
can define 6( b,i,m + 1 ) for every m < kp so that it is consistent with 
6(b,,,) = 0 and 6(A) = 0. In fact when kp < No, it sufhces to define 6(b,,,) 
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for just m = kp (please see (lo)), otherwise we do it for all m and finish by 
K&rig’s Graph Lemma. Also due to (10): 
O = 6(bp,i,0) = 6(tp,i,0) + P 6(bp,;,l) 
= wp,i,o + Pfp.i.1) + P2 Wp,,,) = . . . 
= d( yzl’ F jlp,i.j) + P” 6(bp,i,q)3 
so we need pqt to divide c&,(~,‘~c,~ ~jt~,~,~). 
We are looking in fact for a function f: 1” --) {l,..., n} satisfying con- 
ditions (l), (2), where Sp = {Jo Ip 1 f(j) = i}. So, due to compactness 
theorem, it suffices to prove the existence off on Ip(~) = lJ;= , I”, for any 
natural number IX, i.e., we can divide T, by @IEIP,IP~r~(~i). 
It suffices now to prove the following statement for any finite p-group A: 
Let A = eie iP(xi) be a finite p-group with the p-indexing set IP; 
s ,,..., s, E A; and k: ,..., k,* positive integers such that there exists no projec- 
tion Q of A onto some non-zero subgroup of A such that pk: divides Q(si) 
for every i = l,..., n. Then there exists a partition of IP into n subsets 
S, ,..., S, satisfying both 
and 
(Vi = l,..., n) : IS,1 <kT (11) 
(Vi= l,..., n)(Vm E N) : Is;nvP,uIP,+,)l d 1. (12) 
We will prove it by induction on n. Let s, = Cieduixi, where A is a finite 
subset of Ip, and UiE Z. We can assume without loss of generality that 
(VmEN): IdnIP, (13) 
(VIE A) : fJi = p”“‘. (14) 
Indeed if (13), (14) were not satisfied, we can make some transformations 
of the basis {x~}~~,~ of A so that in the new basis A and (u,}~~~ would 
satisfy the conditions (13) (14). 
We can also assume without loss of generality that 
(Vie A) : o(i) <k,* (15) 
because if for some i, E A inequality CD(&) > k,* holds, pk: would divide 
Q( p”‘“’ XJ no matter what Q is, and thus such i, could be omitted from A. 
If we could find S, E A satisfying (11) and (12) and projection Q,, of A 
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onto eie rP,s,(xi) such that pkz divides Q,(s,), we have carried the induc- 
tion. Indeed we would apply the induction hypothesis to Q,(A); 
Q,(.r,) ,..., Q,(.r,,- r); k: ,..., k,*-, to obtain Sr ,..., S,-, satisfying inequalities 
(ll), (12), then we would claim that IP = S, u ... US,, because otherwise 
we would have found a projection Q of A onto Bit ,p,Cs, v v s,)(x,) 
such that pkd divides Q(si) for every i= l,..., n. 
So, we want to partition d into S, u A, u . . u A,; so that 
IS,,/ =k:,<k,* (16) 
and we can define a projection Q,, by 
and 
(ViE S,) : Q,(p”“‘xi) = - 1 p”“‘x, 
.isd, (17) 
(ViEIP\S,) : Qn(xi) = xi 
and therefore QJ.s,) =O. (We use the convention x,Edn p”(~‘x,=O if 
A;=@.) 
Since a projection cannot decrease the height or increase the order of an 
element, we have natural constraints for any j E A i : 
w(i) < o(j) (18) 
and 
exP(xi)-~(i) >exp(xj) - w(j). (19) 
Now the construction of the desired partition is clear. Denote by Sz the 
set of pairs { (exp(x,) - o(i), -w(i)) 1 in A} with component-wise order 
(i.e., (~,b)d(a,,b,) iff a<~, and 6~6,). Then define the subsets of the 
partition as follows: 
S, = {i~AI(exp(x,)-w(i), -w(i))ismaximalinSZ} (20) 
jEdIj$S,;o(j)>o(i);exp(x,)-o(j)dexp(x,)-o(i); j$ u A, . 
“<i 
All there is left to prove is that S, satisfies inequalities (1 l), (12). 
Assume 1 S, ( > k,*. Due to (15) and the pigeonhole principal, this implies 
that o(i) = w(j) for some i, jE S,; i # j. Then since both pairs 
(exp(xi) - o(i), -o(i)) and (exp(xj) - o(j), -o(j)) are maximal in Sz, we 
get exp(x,) = exp(x,) in contradiction with (13). Hence S, satisfies 
inequality (11). 
Let i, jEA; i # j. Since both pairs (exp(x,) - o(i), -w(i)), 
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(exP(xj) - N.ll -W(A) are maximal in s2, we can assume without loss of 
generality that 
exp(xJ -w(i) b exp(x,) - o(j) + 1 
-W(i) < -o(j) - 1 
therefore exp(xi) b exp(x,) + 2. S, satisfies inequality (12). 
COROLLARY 1. [ 6, Theorem 21. 
COROLLARY 2. [4, Theorem 31. 
A set-theoric criterion delivered by Theorem 1 can be translated into the 
language of group-theoretic invariants: 
THEOREM 1’. Let T be a countable reduced torsion group, and R a tor- 
sion-free group of finite rank n. There exists an NO-indecomposable xtension 
of T by R if and only if a basic subgroup B of T can be decomposed into a 
direct sum B= QyzO Bi with (B,( <NO, 
and 
[r,(B,) 1 i= l,..., n; p E P] Q Rt( r) 
(Vi= l,..., n)(Vp E P)(Vm E N*) : fP,(B,) + fP,+ I(Bi) d 1 
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